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Coalition of National Civil Rights & Advocacy Organizations Issue Joint Statement on
Senator Manchin’s Compromise Memo
On June 16, 2021, Senator Manchin released a compromise memo to H.R. 1, For The People
Act. The following is a response to this memo signed by a coalition of national civil rights and
advocacy organizations.
As we commemorate the courageous work and sacrifices of the Freedom Riders of 1961, we
know our responsibility is to build upon this strong foundation and legacy. Today, the fight for
justice and progress continues as we work to protect equal and fair access to the ballot box for
all voters. We are clear and consistent in our demand that Congress pass the For The People
Act (H.R.1; S. 1) and the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act.
More than 150 million voters turned out to vote in the 2020 elections. Since the House passed
H.R. 1, it has received strong bipartisan support from voters across the country. People are
demanding swift passage of this legislation without compromise. Instead, our demands have
been met with weak legislative proposals, compromises and barriers. But freedom is
non-negotiable. And we will not rest until justice is served.
Senator Manchin’s compromise fails to adequately address the more than 400 voter
suppression measures that are being introduced across the country. This proposal also negates
the years of work that thousands of voting rights advocates and policymakers have given to the
creation of legislation accepted by voters across this country. Most damaging is its neglect of
protections for formerly incarcerated and justice impacted voters; voters with disabilities; Black
and all multi-marginalized voters. There has been no indication from Senator Manchin’s
reported conversations with conservatives that he has been able to secure Republican support
for any of the core elements of S1 which is disappointing to the many activists who are pushing
for passage of the bill.
In 1963, at the March on Washington, Bayard Rustin demanded that Congress pass the Civil
Rights law with no compromises, and in 2021 his tenacious spirit to move Black people into
liberty remains.
Congress must meet this moment with the same courage and commitment exhibited by the
Freedom Riders of 1961 and today. Our coalition is united in our pursuit of collective liberation.
We demand that Congress listen to the majority of voters across this country and pass
the For The People Act immediately.
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